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Executive Summary

HOW WINNERS WIN

LESSONS LEARNED FROM CONTRACT COMPETITIONS
IN BASE OPERATIONS SUPPORT

Competition in Base Operations Support (BOS) produces savings for -ehci),

~.&.•u•t -f -D r. In the face of competition, costs drop by an average

of 277'9 eeeuwhether a contractor or the in-house york force wins. If we

knew how winners realized those savings, they,--I6-d----- ? )e duplicated by

in-house Government activities even when competition isn't possible.

Winners of competed BOS functions follow many common approaches to

increase their productivity.• For family housing maintenance and audiovisual
services,(ese approaches include:

organizational changes, simplifying organizations to reduce the number
S of supervisors;

consolidation of working locations to eliminate the expense of super-
vising dispersed activities;

use of working supervisors who not only direct and schedule workers
but also perform direct labor themselves;

use .of multiskilled workers to reduce periodic backlogs with a smaller
work force;.

use, of lower-skilled workers, resgrrving higher skilled employees f'•r
jobs that suit their talents;

A - provision of equipswwt, vehicles, and communications to, maximize
worker productivity;

] establisbmet o 'worker goals and act-outability to motivate

3 - "-vision of compuvtr suppo*t to complete work more quickly and

a ei-liination of u...•cessary work, abolishing or mo.ifytgzi£n oneasential
tarwks.
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These approaches appear to be unique to activities that have undergone compe-

tition, and we observed thme in most of the 14 winning activities we visited.

Contractor winners are even more frugal than in-house winners; they rely

heavily on overtime, part-time labor, simplified supply procedures, and

responsive' vehicle and equipment maintenance to further improve productivity.

They also tend to pay low --ages to BOS workers than does DoD, and they are

quicker to hire and fire emp. .e.

Activities whose functions have not been competed or are exempt from

competition could use many of the approaches, we observed. We recommend that

OSD:

- establish a clear goal of winning Commercial Activities .(CA) compe-
titions with its in-house work force and encourage broad application
of the CA program to as many BOS activities as possible;,

- disseminate the ideas we observed through the Efficiency Review
Program;

- make our findings available to installation commanders participating
in DoD's Model Installations Program.

We further recommend that the Military Services:

- examine contractor-specific approaches for their applicability to all
in-house activities;

- provide in-house winners with as such idget' stability as possible;

- ensure, through a formal arrangement, that eouipment and vehicle re-
sources will' be available to an in-house work force before declaring
it a competition winner.

Competition is the incentive that produced the changes we observed. It

will be more difficult to produ.:e savings without the pressure of competition,

but through wide dissemination of lessons learned, a sizable increase in BOS

productivity is possible.

' . iii
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1. STUDY BACKGROUND AND RECOMMENDATIONS -A"

BACKGROUND

For many years, the Department of Defense (DoD) has engaged both in-house

employees and private contractors to provide Base Operations Support (BOS)

services at military installations. BOS includes such activities as family

housing, real property maintenance, civilian personnel administration, vehicle

maintenance, food service, supply, contracting, security and law enforcement,

and others; in short, the support services necassary to accomplish the

installations' missions. Until 1979, in-house activities could expect a

long-term existence in relative security, but after the Office of Management

and Budget revised its Circular A-76 in that year, the Military Services were

required to make periodic reviews to determine whether in-house activities

could be accomplished more economically by contract. 1  If a contractor's cost

resulted in savings of at least ten percent of the in-house personnel costs,

the activity was to be contracted. Tb.is revolutionary change in the way the

Government did business introduced com etition for the first time. to many

'in-house activities that had never felt any externally applied pressure to be

cost-efficient. S

In DoD, commercial activities, (CA) cost comparisons in the BOS area show

that substantial savings result whether the in-house activity or a private

contractor wins the competition. Bet en February 1979 and December 1983, L

921 BOS competitions had taken place aflecting approximately 24,000 jobs. As

shown in Figure 1-1, the cumulative a nal operat:.ng cost for the competed

'U.S. Orfice 'of Management and Budget, "Policies for Acquiring Commercial
or Industrial 'Products and Services Ne ded by the Government," OMB Circular
A-76 (Revised), March 19, 1979. '

I-I L
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activities had been $1.3 billion but was reduced 15 percent on average by

in-house activities when they bid, to satisfy the Performance Work Statement

(PWS) wich their most efficient organizations. Contractors' bids were

22 percent lower on average, even when Government supervision and administra-

tion costs were. added to them. Despite the difference in average costs

between in-house, and contract bids, 48 percent of the competitions were won by

the in-house activities, and the total annual cost of the 921 activities after

competition was $957 million, a 27 percent reduction as a result of

competition.

FIGURE 1-1. THE ADVANTAGE OF COMPETITION

100%

65%
786%

1 MILLION MILLION MILLION`

Vm

............. .........

COST IN- HOUSE CONTRACTOR- 'COST
BEFORE BIDS 81OS AFTER

COMPETITION COMPETITION

The Deiruty Assistant Secretary of Defense (fanpo-ier, Installations and

Logistics) tasked LU to determine how these savings had been attained. By

analyzing both contracted BOS activities and in-house winners of CA competi-

tions, we were to recomend how the factors that led to reductions in oper-

ating costs could be transferred to activities that had either not yet been
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competed or were exempt from CA competition. Following discussions with the

Services, the study focused on t.u.) iuAnctions, audiovisual services and family

housing maintenance. After visiting 14 winning acti'iities, we conclude that

winners won by agressively altering the way they do business, tailoring their

workforce, organizations, and procedures to their local needs. They become

sensitive to, and thoroughly familiar with, the costs of their operations. We

find several factors common to all winners and some that are unique to

contractor operations; all of them are described in Chapter 2, "How Winner's

Win."

Determining what the winners do differently than their !.n-house peers who

have never faced competition is much less difficult than finding ways, to

transfer such practices to those in-house activities. The most obvious

incentive for reducing operating expenses is the threat of losing the competi-

tions, the very personal fear of losing jobs. Every activity manager we

visited believed, strongly that without such motivation, business as usual

would have prevailed and the innovations that we observed would probably never "-

have occurred. At one installation at which an 'ctivity had been scheduled

for competition, a "Host Efficient Organization" (MEO) had been planned in

detail,; but when the competition was cancelled and the activity exempted from

future competition, the. MEO was shelved. The threat of competition was the

only stimulus that produced'savings.

How, then, can noncompeted activities be encouraged to try the new

ideas suggested here? We recommend a three-pronged approach by OSD that

involves:

- encouraging additional CA competition and establishing a clear goal of
winning with the in-house work force;

- disseminating through the Efficiency Review Program ..nformation from
Chapter 2 of thic report on how the winners have organized their work'
forces and altered their procedures;

1-3 .
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- disseminating the same information to installation commanders in the

Hodel Installations Program.

RECOMfEATIONS

We recommend that OSD encnurage additional CA competitions and, more

importantly, that it establish a clear goal of winning those competitions with

the in-house work force. We suggest that: OSD set a goal for in-house wins of

75 percent 'of all BOS competitions (versus the 48 percent winning rate in the

921 competitions we sampled) and that the Services be tasked to reevaluate the

exempted status of those activities they have excluded from CA competition.

SSince competition is the most effective means of promoting the types of

economies we observed, it should be encouraged. With over half the CA compe-

titions to date in BOS having been lost by in-house activities, the entire CA

program has acquired a negative reputation. The Services have exempted more

activities from competition than OSD would like, and we observed a very

prevalent tendency on the part of activities that were scheduled to compete to

postpone preparing for competition as if hoping that the threat would pass.

As a result; activity managers often lose valuable time they need to acquire

productivity-enhancing equipment and they find themselves reacting hastily to

deadlines rather than executing a well-planned efficiency review. If the

SeO-vices were encouraged to be more positive about the CA program, prompting

,ear!:Lr preparations by in-service activities and prevailing upon them to win,

it is likely that competition would be even more aggressive and would produce

greater cost savings than are now being experienced. Encouraging in-house

wins should also. foster a greater exchange of lessons learned between activi-

ties that have undergone competition and those preparing for it. Activity

managers had an almost universal complaint that they were left to fend for'

themselves without benefit of lessons learned from others wbo had also faced

1-4-
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competition with contractors, and all said that in hindsight they would have

prepared their bid differently knowing what they know now.

Our secone r-comuendarion is that the ideas presented in Chapter 2 be

dirseminated to activities exempted from competition through the Efficiency

Review Program. That DoD-wide program is intended to duplicate the efficiency

reviews that in-house activities conduct prior to CA competition for activi-

ties that are exempt from such competition. It requires preparing an in-house

PWS, pricing out the PWS tasks in terms of manhours, materiel, and equipment,

and formulating an effective mix of staffing patterns (full- and part-time

personnel) and -support resources to accomplish the PWS efficiently. Key

concepts presented in Chapter 2 should be considered in preparing the PWS,

staffing patterns, and support resources during efficiency reviews. They

should, therafore, be disseminated to responsible action offices by OSD.

Our third recommendation is that the ideas on how winners wia be made

available to installation comranders who participate in the Model Installa-

tions Program, a program that allows commanders of deiiqnated "MIodel Installa-

tions" to try new ideas and use any savings from their new ideas: to improve

facilities and service to their people. 3  We feel that the experiences of

winners of contract competitions in BOS have proved that savings result from

implementation of the ideas in Chapter 2, that such experience appears to be,

applicable to BOS activities at other installations, and that OSD should make

it a ailable to Commanders of Model Installations.

We do not recommend that any BOS activity in any of the Military Services

be directed to use these ideas. Past experience bis shown that little

2 ff ice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs
aad Logistics), "Performance Requirements and Efficiency Reviews -- Action
Memorandum," 21 October 1982.

3Department of Defense, "1983 Annual Report 6f the Deputy Assistant
.Secretary of Defense, Installations," February 14, 1984.

1 -5.
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"improvement in efficiency results from directed changes of this type unless

the activity managers and installation cOmmanders are fully committed to the

ideas. The best way to obtain such commitment is to demonstrate to them that

the ideas work in actual practice in activities similar to theirs. Even then,

it will take exceptional motivation and acumen for an activity manager to make

* extreme changes in the way he does business without the pressure of competi-

tion aud the resultant drive towird self-preservation.

We have made additional recomendations for the Military Services in

.. Chapter 3.

"4.

4,
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2. HOW WINNERS WIN

Winners win by being innovative, by familiarizing themselves thoroughly

with their responsibilities, and by structuring their activities to meet those

responsibilities as cost-effectively as possible. They change standard pro-

cedures and standard organizations where' logic dictates that changes will
4

reduce costs.

N Our study concentrated primarily on audiovisual services and family

"housing maintenance (how these activities were selected is discussed in

Appendix C), and we visited eight installations to observe 11'activities in

detail. We also visited three total base maintenance contractors early in the

study at the Navy Submarine Base, Bangor, Washington; Hawthorne Army Ammuni-

tion Plant (AAP); and Vance Air, Force Base (AFB). Although only at Hawthorne

AAP was base maintenance converted to contract as a result of a commercial

"*.' activities competition under 0MB Circular A-76, contracts had been recompeted

in 1982 at the other two bases, and it was quite evident that the pressure of

competition had been experienced by all three contractors. The installations

and acti-"ities visited &,i shoi_ in-Table 2-1.

SWe. observed many -.lnges that these 14 activities made to help win their

'4 competitions and found that many approaches were coond to in-house and con-

,1 tract wirners. Those common approaches included:

- organizational changes;

- consolidation of working area,;

- use of working supervisors;

- use of multiskilled workers;

- use oflower-skilled worke.:s;
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- provision of equipment, vehicles, and communications;

- establishment of worker goals and accountability;

- provision of computer support;

- elimination of unnecessary work.

TABLE 2-1. INSTALLATIONS VISITED AND ACTIVITIES COMPETED

'INSTALLATION ACTIVITY WINNE

VISITED COMPETED IN-HOUSE CONTRACTOR

Keesler AFB Audiovisual Services X
Family Housing Maintenance X

Hill AFB Audiovisual Services X
Family Housing Maintenance X

PVC Pensacoia Family Housing Maiutenance X
Vehicle Maintenance X

Fort Jackson Audiovisual Services X

Cherry Point MCAS Family Honsing Maintenance X

Camp Lejeune Family Housing Maintenance X

Fort Sheridan Audiovisual Services X

Offutt An Family Housiizg Maintenance X

Submarine Base, Bangor Total Base Maintenance X

Hawthorne AAP Total Base Maintenance X

Vance AIB Total Base Maintenance X

We also found several approaches commonly used by contractors but not by in-

house winners. The following sections discuss each of the approaches common

Sto tLe winners and those common to contract winners only.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

As a result of competition, 'rganizational changes have been made at many

"of the activities visited. It is apparent that competition forces managers to

examine their organizational structure rigorously to determine areas in which

changes might permit reductions in the number of employees, especially costly,

2-1Ui 
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supervisors, or in which a modified organizational structure might allow the

activity to tailor 'its form to fit local needs better. The most innovative

reorganization we saw was at Vance Air Force Base where the contractor has

made substantial changes to "fine tune" the operation; organizational changes
were also noted during visits to several other in'tallations.

SAt Vance Air Force Base, the winning contractor, Northrop Worldwide,

S"Aircraft Services, Inc., has very boldly reorganized its support activities to

"take advantage' of characteristics peculiar to that -base. It frequently

S , organizes around facilities it occupies ur around key employees so that it can

use these' assets to their best advantage. By combining three separate

functions -- supply, transportation, and procurement -- as branches of a

department it calls STP, Northrop experienced very favorable esults. Because

they are located in the same building, thie procurement and supply branches

have been able to streamline the materiels-receiving process, allowing item

discrepancies to be detected very early. The Procurement Office has its own

•. terminal for the supply computer and routinely queries the, system for the

status of orders without inconveniencing a s%%ply specialist. The proximity

"(both physically and organizationally) of 'supply and transportation greatly

speeds the repair of supply's materiels-handling equipuent (it. is sometimes

even repaired in the warehouse) and allows transportation's vehicle mainte-

"nance supervisor to obtain parts more quickly._ Since they all work in the

same department, the various components of STP have less need for interfacers

to communicate the needs of one organizat.wu to another. Additional or col-

lateral duty positions such as vehicle control officer and supply account

managers, common in Air Force support activities and va.quiring training of

* people from outside those fields, are centralized within STP v•ler'the branch

most familiar with the 'requirements of the job.
€.2-



Since STP has warehouse space and stock control skills, Northrop's

management decided to include, forms and publications distribution under its

Supply Branch. By doing so, it has vastly reduced the handling of these items

and removed from Base Administration a very cumbersome responsibility. Other

STP organizational changes include the placement of the Packing. and Crating

Section under the 3upply Branch (rather than under the Transportation Branch),

since supply is its most identifiable user. The transportation officer and

vehicle maintenance superintendant's responsibilities were combined into one

organizational block around a capable manager to maximize the use of his

skills. A forward supply warehouse has been opened on the flightline, taking

jadvantage of an available facility.

SNorthrop has also made other organizational changes at Vance Air Force

Base. In the Civil Engineering Division, several staff functions, such as

admiudstration, training, financial management, and real estate management,

Shave been made a part of the Industrial Engineering Branch. Instead of four

or five work force superintiendans, the Operations Branch has none, grouping

all of its shops under two foremen and designating "working leadmen" for most

shops. Even at the shop level, Northrop hýs combined similar functions; for

example, the structures leadman oversees both the structures and metal shops.

Vance Air Force Base has no Deputy Base Civil Engineer; a branch chief is

.; designated as the Division Chief's substitute in his absence.

This streamlined' organization has eliminated many supervisors, but

Northrop maintains that it has not hurt its capabilities and has vastly

streamlined its work flow and response times.

SWe saw organizational changes in the family housing maintenance and

audiovisual services activities we visited also. At the Public Works

Center (PWC), Pensacola, Cherry Point Marine Corps Air Station (HCAS), and

, 2-4



Camp Lejeune, family housing maintenance responsibilities had been 'shared by

the base maintenance shops before CA competitions. Although some employees

worked practically full-time en housing maintenance, they were assigned to

shops that maintained more than just housing. The need to compete family

,1 housing maintenance as a package effectively forced managers to create a sepa-

rate organizational block in which to group such workers. When combined with

the use of multiskilled workers and lower grade levels, the separate shop pro-

duced less organizational friction than we saw at one location that had not

reorganized. Offutt Air Force Base has a Family Housing Maintenance Shop, but

it is very small and is dedicated primarily to renovating units between occu-

Ppnt; the other Civil Engineering shops do most of the repair work. Because

housing maintenance responsibilities are so fragmented, it is entirely pos-

sible for two separate crews to be sent to the same housing unit at the same

time on similar jobs. Furthermore, some of the workers in the Family Housing

Maintenance Shop are discontent with doing work similar to that done by

higher-graded specialists from Civil Engineering's other shrIps.

While organizational changes in family, housing management generally con-

sisted of the establishment of a separate Housing Shop, in audiovisual

services we saw a variety of organizational changes. At Fort Jackson, the

Training Devices and Graphics Sections have been combined into a single

section, allowing the elimination of one GS-11 supervisor's position. Keesler

Air Force Base has decentralized its work processing responsibilities, allow-

ing sections (and even individuals) to do their own scheduling and eliminating

a block on their organizational chart. Hill Air Force Base is now in the

process of combining its film library and administrative sections.

The key to these organizational changes is that competition forces

managers to. be more flexible and to tailor their organizations to local needs,
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local facilities, and even local personnel. Gone is the tendency to follow a

cmon organizational chart simply because it conforms to a standard when an

activity's very survival depends on its operational. efficiency.

CONSOMlTED W= LCATIONS

Military installations frequently have two or sore housing maintenance

shop locations because housing is often dixpersed over large areas. One shop

generally serves as the central site, while the others are more limited in

scope and are considered satellite shops. Sftellites are stocked with their

own parts and supplies, their own sets of shop tools and equipment, and their

own staff, usually including a supervisor. Since shops of that kind are

separate operating units requiring the same types of support as the central

shop, savings can be realized in several different ways through consolidation.

First, satellites are generslly staffed all year for their average peak work

load. Herging the satellite work force with the main' shop gives managers a

broader pool of workers to assign to tasks and can enable the shop to operate

with fewer total authorized spaces. Second, a merger can free the satellite

foremen of supervisory responsibilities, allow then to return to workman

status, and eliminate supervisory positions with savings for the organization.

Third, since supplies 'no longer need to be stocked in multiple locations,

savings can be realized from lower total stockage levels.

After analyzing the cost of operating satellite shops, several of the

installations we visited decided during competition that the added convenience

of multiple locations was not cost-justifiable, particularly if one or more

supervisory positions could be eliminated through consolidation. Both the

contractor at Hill Air Force Base and the in-house operation at Camp Lejeune

have achieved efficiencies by closing satellite shops. Before competition,

Camp Lejevae operated a central trade shop and several emergency service shops
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dispersed around the installation. They closed several satellite shops but,

because of the unusually large size of the base, could not justify closing

all. At Hill AFB, two shops had served housing areas on opposite ends of the

base. Despite the 3-aile distance between areas, the contractor closed one of
-'..

the shops and has been operating with a single shop for the past 5 years.

Satellite shops are usually established because of widely scattered

housinS areas, so a consolidated location cannot be considered unless workers

have radio (or beeper) contact with supervisors and have adequate transporta- a
tion to move from one job site to another. Thir communication enables the

supervisor to assign tasks to the work force on a real-time basis regardless

of the distance from the shop, and it facilitates the coordination and delega-. "

tion of tasks. Each worker at the family housing maintenance shops at Rill

AFB and Camp Lejeune has a radio and a dedicated vehicle.

The location of audiovisual shops has alzo been consolidated by some

audiovisual winners. Before CA competition at Keesler Air Force Base, for

example, five or six separate graphics shops were located throughout the base.

Each was near a customer organization, serred that organization's needs, and

-as with the satellite shops in family housing maintenance, required its own

people and equipment, with little interchange between shops. Since the work-

load for each shop was extremely variable, one office might be overloaded

while another was in a slack period. Since CA competition at Keesler AFB, all

graphics work has been'merged' to a single location 'and the number of employees

has been reduced from 45 to 23. The level of service'to customers remains j
high.

Consolidation has been' an effective means for reducing operating costs at

many installations but should -be used only if the level of custome- service
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can be substantially maintained. Otherwise, the change would be counterpro-

ductive and should not be considered.

h)RKING SUPERVISMRS

Hand in hand with organizational changes, we found the use of working

supervisors to be prevalent among winners. Again, the most visible examples

were in base mintenance at Vance Air Force Base where Northrop has eliminated

shop foremen in the Civil Engineering Division and substituted "working

S leumen" whom they consider technical supervisors. Leadmen do not concern

themselves with performance ratings, employee counseling, and the like, all of

wht•h are the responsibility of a supervisor higher in the organizational

ittucUxre. Northrop claims that much of the time other organizations spend

snpertising is not entirely necessary and that a good supervisor -has the

potwntial for a far greater span of control than standard military organiza-

tional doctrine acknowledges. It ic unnecessary, in Northrop's view, to have

the nut-r rf supar'isors normally found within a typical Air Force civil

engineering organization. The working leadmen charge much of their time to

direct labor and seem quite satisfied that, their years of experience in a

craft have not resulted in a supervisory desk job, a fate they consider less

than palatable.

There are many other examples of working supervisors at Vance Air Force

Base, such as the vehicle operations leadman who does. a considerable amount of

driving himself. The other base maintenance contractors visited also depend

on working supervisors, having formally designated Jobs as leadmen, working

leaders, or the like.

In family housing maintenance and audiovisual services, supervisors were

also expected to perform direct work, but the designation of working

supervisors was somewhat less formal. Instead of reclassifying positions as

24



working leaders, the in-house winners often eliminated aqperzisory positions

in preparation for competition, and the work that they used to provide has

simply shifted elsewhere within the organization. Usually the formal super-

visory responsibilities (employee selection, evaluation, counseling, etc.)

have moved higher in the organization, while the technical supervision

(quality control, work scheduling, etc.) has-moved down. These changes have

effectively increased the span of control of designated supervis3rs and have,

where properly comwnicated to workers, made the work force more cognizant of

the fact that it must police itself. Workers are more responsible than they

once were to assure that the quality of their work meets standards.

HULTISKILLED WORKRS

Both contractors and in-house winners rely on miltiskilled workers to

help them satisfy periodic changes in work load. They also find that this

approach increases the productivity of workers whose jobs have extensive

amounts of slack time. Many of the illustrative examples came from the total

bas2 maintenance contractors visited early in the study;

At the Navy Submarine Base, Bangor, for example, tha contractor, Pan

American World Services, Inc., operates 29 buses and yet has only 15 full-time

drivers. When more than 15 buses are needed, grounds maintenance workers

(each of whom has been trained 'and licensed to operate buses) are temporarily

assigned as drivers. Pan American enthusiastically endorses the concept of

multiskilled workers and emphasizes cross-training of employees as its highest

priority during slack periods. A multiskilled roving, patrol is used to oper-

ate boilers and air-conditioning systems, eliminating the need for separate

patrols from each trade. The company's nonunion work force allows Pan

American a great deal more latitude in designating multiskilled positions than

other total base maintenance contractors visited.

* -... .- . ..



At Vance MS, Northrof has combined its pavements and heavy equipment

opotrations oectiotus into a single shop, cross-training employees in both

fields. Since pavements workers are licensed to operate all types of heavy

equipment, much of the time that was once lost waiting for an equipment

operator is now spent productively. A single electrical shop maintains both '

interior and extrlor electrical systems as veil as auxiliary power genera-

tors. Two general-purpose maintenance mechanics are dedicated to family

housing maintenance and repair, and they perfo1  hondyman work ranging from

simple carpentry and painting through electrical and mechanical work.

Northrop frequently uses multiskilled positions to keep workers productive

during *lack periods. For exa-ple, the night clerk at the base billeting desk

perform necessary acEounting and auditing work, the maid service supervisor

assists the billeting clerk during the day, Civil Engineering Division work

force controllers double as service call clerks, and the night controller

keeps busy by updating labor accounting records. Multiple skills also prevent

Northrop's orsanization from becoming too dependent on a single individual.

Two emloyees staff the Family Housing Hansgement Office, and both of them

double as issignment clerks and inspectors for Vance Air Force Base's

220 housing units. Procurement buyers handle an order from start to finish,

remaining proficient in all aspects of purchasing rathir than merely in one

small facet. The company claims that this diversity, of skills allows it to

continue operating much more smoothly whenever key workers are absent.

Northrop's use of imitiskilled workers is not as widespread as it was

before ,the company's employees organized in 1976. Since then, it has experi-

enced union resistance, for emample, to its policy of covering all nighttime

emergencies in Civil Engineering (no matter what trade is called for) with a

standby electrician or refrigeration mechanic; it is, however, continuing the

practice.
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In the audiovisual and family housing maintenance fields, commercial

activities competition winners also use multiskilled workers. General-purpose

maintenance mechanics, similar to those at Vance AFB,, were used extensively by

all six of the contractors and in-house family housing maintenance winners

visited.' When coupled with other productivity-enhancing ideas, such as

dedicated and stocked vehicles and radio communications,- the use of multi-

skilled workers allows maintenance managers to complete more service calls

while sending fever workers to houses and completing more tasks per trip Juhan

would otherwise be possible. Hultiskilled workers allow reductions in the

number of supervisors since organizational grouping by trades is no longer

necessary. Before competition, the 23-person Family Housing Maintenance Shop

at leesler Air Force Base had five supervisors to oversee individual trades.

The contractor now has 19 employees but only one supervisor. Keesler's Man-

power Office views the failure of the in-house competitor to consider multi-

skilled workers as the main reason for the loss of the competition to a

contractor. In-house winners placed greater dependence on multiskilled

workers after their CA competitions.

In the audiovisual field, the use of' multiskilled workers is somewhat

less prevalent although still notably expanded as a result of competition.

Photographers frequently do both developing and printing, but that approach is

not uncommon in' activities that have not experienced competition. What we did

find unique is that at Fort Sheridan photographers are tasked to do computer

graphics when work loads dictate, and they have adapted well to this new

endeavor. Managers of the graphics section at Keesler AnB have engaged in a

tremendous push away from specialization and told us that multiskilled illus-

trators can not only be moved from specialty to specialty when work, loads

change, but that by rotating an employee between specialties, managers can
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more easily see* where employees excel. The employees develop a broad skill

base and are more interested in remaining with the organization since they are

better qualified for job progression than they would be if they specialized.

Nultiskilled workers allow management the fGexibility it needs to keep an

austere work force at peak productivity.

LOWER SKILL LEVEL

!L.ny installations visited wexe able to reduce their operating costs by

lowering the average skill level of their work force* without lowering the

level of service provided to the customer. In most instances, this action was*

taken after in-house management engineers had conducted a thorough analysis of

the work performed and determined that some positions were graded at a higher

level than required.

Before competition at PNC Pensacola, for example, all mechanics in the

light vehicle transportation shop were graded as WGIOs. An analysis of their

work load revealed that WG1O-level experience was needed only for major over- -"

haul jobs; replacement of parts and tire repairs could easily be handled by

WG6s and WGSs. Consequently, all but two positions were downgraded.

Similarly, tradesman positions in faaiiy housing maintenance at Pensacola

were typically classified at the WG8 level. In preparing for 6ompetition, the

PNC determined that 85 percent of the work could. be performed by a WG7 or

lower. Consequently, all positions except one air conditioning maintenance -

position were downgraded. At Cherry Point WCAS and Camp Lejeune, -the skill

level of many family housing maintenance positions was lowered j Journeyman

to mainterance mechanic or helper, and at Keesler Air Force Base, several

positions in the photo lab were lowered from the GS-7 to the GS-5 level.

The use of lowerr skill levels not only creates cost savings for the

organization but also provides employees with career progression incentive
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within the organization. For example, when all mechanics in the transporta-

tion shop at Pensacola were graded as WG1O, there was little competition for

career growth ard advancement. With the new WG5 and WG6 positions, indi-

viduals can start as helpers and, as they demonstrate that their skills

increase, can advance to the level of skilled mechanic. This provides a new ._

employee with the opportunity to start at a semiskilled level and progeess

wit.hin a specialty without havirg to leave the organization. These lower

positions are not trainee positions, but they do give lower-skill workers

chances to learn their trades and to adva-ice their careers within a single

organization.

In the past, the DOS work force has been structured and graded so as to

have the osat qualified worker available for the job. This approach is being

recognized as a luxury that an activity, simply cannot afford in the face of

competition. The newer practice of assigning a job to a qualified worker, in

the lowest possible grade is more aligned with the spirit fostered by CA cost

competitiveness.

UIMENT, VEHICLES COMMUNICATIONS

Comercial activities competition winners are acutely aware of the value

of a worker. Labor costs are the' ,redominant part of either a contractor or'

an in-house winner's total operating budget, and managers devote a significant

portion of their efforts to making sure that they get the most out of every

worker. They consider their workers as major investments, and do not hesit:-te

to make further, smaller investments that will amortig themselves -in improved

worker productivity. We found that competition forces managers to search mor"-

actively'for such investments and creates a heightened sense of urgency. to

acquire productivity-enhancing assets quickly. Particularly n6teworthy is the

fact that in-house winners appear to 'be even more aggressive in the acquisi-

tion of such assets than contractors.
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"At Camp Lejeune, the family housing maintenance operation has been vastly

streamlined by communications and vehicle acquisitions. When a trouble call

is received in the Family Housing Office, a job ticket is written at the

trouble desk and is simultaneously transmitted to an automated ticket-writer

in the Maintenance Shop. There, it is received by a dispatcher and, if it is

*, for high-priority work, it can be immediately radioed to a mechanic. Since

each mechanic has a truck stocked with parts and tools, the mechanic may

proceed directly to the job site and complete the work without having to re

"turn to the shop.

* Radios, automated ticket-writers, and a vehicle for every worker would

sound very appealing to most in-house family housing maintenance operations,

but they would hardly hope to obtain them. It is interesting to note, how-

ever, that not only Camp Lejeune but also PWC Pensacola cud Cherry Point WCAS

had a vehicle for every housing maintenance worker, as did contractors at

"•eesler and Hill Air Force Bases. In fact, only the in-house CA winner at

"Offutt Air Force' Base did not have -a vehicle for every craftsman. At non-

competed activities, in contrast, the typical allocation of vehicles is one

for every, two to four workers (depending on Service and Co mand) for in-house

activities. It was clear that local management had reco nized ýearly in its

preparations for CA competition that housing maintenan e workers without

transportation are not only nonproductive but also requi e other workers to

"taxi them from job to job. To makematters worse, without their own vehicles,

the ;orkers can often find themselves without the necess ry part or tool to

complete the job and have to call for transportation back to the shop to get

the needed part. A single job could easily tie up two wo kers for four one-

'way tripst Both Camp Lejeune and Cherry Point HCAS feel that vehicles and

radios are the keys to maximizing productivity, reducing the size of their
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work forces, and winning their competitions. Both installations requested

extra vehicles, and neither was able to obtain them. To win the competition,

each was forced to reallocate vehicles from other activities on the

installation to family housing maintenance.

Aside from vehicles and radios, we did not find an abundance of

productivity-enhancing equipment purchased for family housing maintenance

workers because of CA competition. Each manager told us about heavy use of

power tools, and we observed that two had purchased airless paint-spraying

equipment. However, it is not clear that competition provided the impetus for

those purchases. Adbat is interesting is that family housing maintenance

managers appear to shun the fast-payback, capital-equipment funds the Services

have established- for the very purpose of providing productivity-enhancing

equipment (e.g., the Air Force's FASCAP prograa)i considering them too diffi-

cult to use becausp' .f the amount of justification that must be provided.

In audiovisual services, we saw much more, attention paid to improving

employee productivity with equipment. The in-house activity at Hill Air Fo. ce

Base has purchased a, color print processor that reduces the time to produce a

dry print from 5 minutes to 48 seconds. The processor takes less than

2 minutes to clean (the older version took well over,1 hour) and has premized,

ready-to-use chemical kits. Hill AFB has also purchased an ultrasonic rack

and tray cleaner to reduce time spent in I.hat effort and has modified its

Kodak 9S Color Printer to handle black-and-white prints at a such faster rate

than was previously possible. A microprocessor-controlled enlarger head

automatically selects correct filters for'exposure, eliminating much trial-

and-error printing of enlargements. At Fort Sheridan, an automatic slide

collator that quickly separate$ multiple, copies of slides (a task that

previously had been done by hand) and a color slide processor reduce the cost
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.4 of producing a slide from 35¢ to approximately 11C and, more importantly, free

workers for other tasks. Audiovisual managers do not seem to be using fast

payback investment funds either, and have sometimes resorted to leasing equip-

meat rather than purchasing it when they feel they may obtain it more quickly.

hanagers of in-house activities that have won CA competitions seem much

more keenly aware than their counterparts who have not competed that vehicles,

equipment, and communications systems *are worth fighting hard. for, and they

seam to put a great effort into being Aware of what is available and obtaining

assets they feel they can justify.

Wi•RKR GOALS AND ACCOUNTABIITY

Although equipment, vehicles, and comeunications are designed to make

individual workers more productive, the most important challenge to base

'- support managers, whether contractor or in-house, is to obtain a positive

internal coeituent from the workers to do their work quickly and well. All

too often, workers in support activities are indifferent to the base's mission

and, because they have no clear-cut goals, they feel no real need to push'

themselves hard to do a good job.

.As expected, contractors were generally found to 'have an edge over in-

house activities in providing a goal for their workers. Contractor's profit
4

incentives and customer/client relationships sake it easier for then to convey

"to employees what is expected of them. Both Pan American and Northrop

strongly stress to their employees that- the satisfaction of their Navy' and

Air Force customers is paramount, And the result is quite visible in the way

the employees treat their customers. It is clear that the negative aspects of
.4

Sworking for a contractor, particularly the relative insecurity of employment

by & company that could lay off an employee almost instantly, keeps workers

on their toes; however, something more has been done to activate thca into a
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positive, synergistic work force. Day & Zimmermann/Basil (DZB) Corporation's

site manager at Hawthorne Army Ammunition Plant told us that DZB's employees

are keenly aware that the company's very survival rests in their hands, and

this thought provides motivation to produce at the highest level possible.

For in-house winners, activating workers is considerably more difficult.

Employees usually perceive the whole CA process as an attempt by the govern-

ment to take advantage of them, and the reductions in force, grade reductions,

and increased per capita work load that follow an in-house win can' hardly be

expected to increase morale and commitment. The only positive aspect from

their perspective is the thought that they have faced direct competition with

a skilled contractor and won. The more skillful managers with whom we spoke

had used this emotional issue to the limit. The transportation manager at PWC

Pensacola has even framed the formal summary of bids for his light vehicle

maintenance activity and displayed it prominently so that all could see how

they beat the contractors.

Unfortunately, the thrill of having won a competition is short-lived, and

employees are soon disenchanted when they find themselves working harder than

ever for the same or sometimes lower pay. The better managers of in-house

activities have worked hard to create goals for workers to meet or exceed so

that tJhey might have a beans of gauging their contribution to the overall work

effort. The most impressive example that we saw was in family housing main-

tenance at Camp Lejeune.

Family housing maintenance is not an easy area in which. to establish

worker joals; the most commonly used method for measuring adequacy of work

done is the number of customer complaints received. At Camp Lejeune, the PWS

for family housing maintenance was written as an indefinite quantity contract,
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and both Government and contractor bids had to be based on a cost-per-unit-of-

work basis in several work categories. To prepare the Government's bid, the

Maintenance Division performed a detailed audit of all work done over a speci-

fied period and used both Engineered Performance Standards and locally

developed standards to set unit prices. In order to ensure that costs were

kept within contract tolerances, it was necessary to set up a new

cost-accountinx system, which was done soon after the Government won the bid.

The family housing worker goals came into being almost by accident.

Management attempted to, explain the new cost-accounting system to workers,

telling them that work would be categorized in conformity with the contract

and that both time charged and units of work completed would be collected for

""each job. For the workers, the very complexity of the system seemed to raise

more questions than it.provided answers. Management tried to simplify its

explanation and ultimately produced a one-page summary of unit standards (in

I minutes) for each category of work in the contract (Figure 2-1). The workers

were each given a copy of the standards and told that they were expected to

complete any job they were assigned within the standard time. The7 were also

I told that the cost-accounting systems could accumulate results by employee so

} that an employee's, performance could be. compared with the standards. The

resulL has been overwhelming. The workers have adopted the standards as goals

to exceedA, nd they have done so at a very impressive rate. They seem to

welcome the eiistence of a goal to work toward, and both morale and produc-

j tivity in the family, hoQting maintenance shop are quite high.

ScostThe establishment of. wo-ker goals, be they standards, profit targets,
0

Scostlimits, or levels of customer satisfaction, was prevalent within activi-I
ties that had won contract 'competitions. It appears that organizations that

* have concentrated heavily on such goals and that have held workers accountable
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to them are more productive and secure a higher level of employee morale and

loyalty than those that have not.

FKIE 2-1 FAMILY HOUSING MAINTENANCE CONTRACT ENTITEMENTS
•1 FEBRUARY 1982
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COMPUTER SUPPORT

With the sharp reduction in manpower experienced by many in-house winners

and the advent .of powerful, affordable microcomputers, we expected to find

many' bases using computers to 'perform routine repetitive tasks. Unfortu-

nately, ouly a few- of the bases -are able to assemble theexpertise, available

manpower, and budget to do so.

At Fort Sheridan, computers are being used as productivity-enhancement

tools to generate products that were once produced by hand (and which could be

again _ if necessary). We observed two distinct uses of computers at

Fort Sheridan. First, a Franklin computer is used for "image processing" in
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the graphics shop. Image processing utilizes computer graphics software to

lay out and compose charts, graphs, or other visual products on a screen

before they are produced in hard copy. This procedure allows the graphic

artist to visualize, t.st, and revise the product on the computer rather than

having to produce successive hand-drawn products. The second observed use of

computers is for administrative functions such as labor accounting, customer

billing, and supply inventories. Since Fort Sheridan provides many, of its

services on a reimbursable basis, cost data must be collected, stored, and

processed for accounting and billing purposes., The personal computer is ideal

for that use. By using an off-the-shelf data base package to create a simple

cost-accounting system and by having all employees log and submit their

billable time each week, the office can in minutes produce customer bills that

once took hours. The machines used for these taeks, an IBM Personal'Computer

and an Osborne, are owned by individuals in the audiovisual shop who have a

personal interest in computers and who recognized the potential for labor

savings through automation. One reason that Fort Sheridan has been able to

automate so effectively is that these individuals have been willing to use

their own machines and to spend their 'own time learning to apply the

computer's capabilities to the requirements of the office..

PVC Pensacola also acquired a personal computer, a Tandy TRSSo, which it

is using in the Transportation Shop for a number of tasks. Preventive mainte-

nance histories and schedules for all, vehicles stored in 'its files are used

for projecting maintenance. work -loads and for reminding customers to bring in

their vehicles for maintenance. All maintenance performed on a vehicle is

recorded and stored so that the vehicle history is available for identifying

recurring problems and tracking life-cycle costs. The computer is also used

by 'the vehicle dispatcher. As at Fort Sheridan, a critical factor in using
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the computer effectively is the availability of staff members who know how to

use the system and how to apply it to the task at -hand. Pensacola hired a

college student on a part-time temporary basis to write the initial progrs-,s

but has not been able to -.nclude computer skills in the descriptions of any

current staff position. This lack of expertise has prevented any additional

software development and has hampered the office in fully utilizing this

resource.

It appears that many BOS tasks lend 'themelves to automation.

Unfortunately, an installation has, many hurdles to overcome before establish-

ing itself as a computer user. First and foremost is the significant predis-

position by Services towards centralized system management, which discourages

the acquisition of hardware and the development or. application of software by

a base-level activity. Locally tailored systems, such -as those obverved at

Fort Sheridan and PVC Pensacola, are generally discouraged. The secord hurdle

is that positions must be realigned and' individuals trained before an activity

can become computer-capable. Fin~acing of hardware also needs to be

addressed; PWC Pensacola,, an industrially-funded activity, had leas of 'a

problem acquiring hardware tn does Foit Sheridan, where most of the

computers being used are owned by employees. Given the many obstacles to

becoming automated, it is understandable that the use of microcomputers is

still uncommon in audiovisual and family housing maintenance offices.

ELIMINATE UNNECESSARY WORK

As a result of CA competit on, BOS managers are taking a hard look at the

work performed by their staffs and are eliminating or modifying tasks they

consider unnecessary. This cbange has not been easy. Over the years, support

organizations have been justifiably proud of the very high levels of service

they gave their customers, Se rvce above and beyond standards 'was willingly

provided and had come to be rou inely expected.'
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With CA competition and the consequent reduction in ma'.power, managers.

feel compelled to find ways to maintain an acceptable level of service with

reduced resources. They seem to recognize that it would not make sense to

write a contract that provided higher-than-standard levels of service since

its cost would be prohibitive. This recognition has created a new environment.

that does not allow many of the old practices to continue. In-house

activities that win competitions must now operate as in-house contractors,

with a fixed budget and a detailed PWS, and tasks routinely performed before

competition can be continued only if they are included in the PWS. From these

changes, a new relationship with the customer is developing.

At NPC Pensacola, the Transportation Shop compares the Navy's vehicle

maintenance intervals with those of the manufacturers, and in cases in which

the Navy interval schedules are more stringent, the manufacturers' intervals

are followed. The transportation, manager reasons that the additional mainte-

nance required by Service regulations is unnecessary and was. successful in

receiving a waiver from NAVFAC P-300 to convert to manufacturers' intervals.

The contractor at Hawthorne AAP avoids what it calls "tinkeritis," which

is the tendency to create new problems by timnk-ring with a sound vehicle. It

avoids disassembling inexpensive parts for routine maintenance when a policy

of "replace it when it fails" is more cost-effective for the Army.

,At many military installations, multicolor overhead transparencies are a

standard product of the audiovisual shop. Both Keesler and Hill Air Force

Bases and Fort Sheridan have stopped producing. transparencies of this type and

now produce only single-color transparencies. Keesler Air Force Base has not

only eliminated expensive transparencies but has also simplified many of its

other audiovisual products: in place of complex graphics, simple line

drawings are often used; past products are saved and reused for other jobs;
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and self-help areas are emphasized, allowing users to produce products such as

Thermofax slides for themselves.

Finally, the Family Housing Haintenance Office at Pensacola cut* its

scheduled maintenance work load from 8.0 to 0.8 staff years when it recognized

that most of the 8 staff years of work was scheduled but never performed. It

became oluvious that the schedule was generally igvored and needed to be scaled I

down to a realistic level. After analyzing historical data from the past few

years. the 0.8 staff year figure was agreed upon. Koueoeners' responsibili- ".

t- is were redefined to include some maintenance, such as furnace filter.

replacement, and maintenance on some items was simply stopped when it was

found not to be cost-effective. The Family Housing Haintenance Office cites

as an example that hot-water-heater maintenance is no longer being performed

under the theory that it is less expensive to fix the heaters when they fail

than to contiaually maintain them.

Cherry Point MCAS took the -bold step of charging tenants a fee for

certain types of hbuse calls. Tenants who lock themselves out of their home,

are not home for a scheduled maintenance appointment, or have damaged the

house through negligence are charged for maintenance. services. The purpose of a
this policy is to raise the tenants' awareness of their own responsibilities

and to reduce 'the amount of unnec .ssary family housing maintenance work.

CampLejeune has trained its operators on the incoming call desk to ask the L

tenant a series of questions and to. request that the tenants themselves

perform simple tasks such as resettind a tripped garbage disposal circuit

breaker. - t

CONTRACTOR-SPECIFIC APPROACHES

To reduce the costs of their operations, contractors have taken some

additional steps that we did not observe among in-house winners. Although -
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many of these steps would have merit in an in-house setting, they apparently

haiq not been considered, perhaps because they would require extra effort by

other support activities that were not themselves threatened by competition.

Overtime

Overtime is frequently used by contractors to meet periodic peaks in

work load. Contractors use overtime to allow for even more reductions in

manpower levels, and they seem to encourage its use. Northrop's site manager

at Vance Air Force Base. told us that he considers a section that does not

regularly use overtime to be overstaffed and takes action to reduce its size.

In-house winners told us that they did not plan on the use of overtime for

normal day-to-day business, considering it only for emergencies or when

vacancies. cause work to- back up. The impression they seem to have is that

overtime is an indication -of poor management and that installation commanders

make it clear that overtime is to be avoided whenever possible.

* Part-Time Labor

Part-time labor is viewed in much the same light as overtime, Con-

tractors often hire off-duty military or their dependents for jobs that do not

require full-time employees. At Vance Air Force Base, after-hours ,refueling

of aircraft, is' done by part-time workers, the job requiring only a few hours

of work each evening. Contractors consider military. dependents as a resource'

that can be easily' attracted to part-time jobs conveniently close. to their

homes. The- in-house winners we visited do not use part-time labor, with the

exception of the student sumer -employees we, observed at two locations,

because they are under the impression that personnel offices cannot hire

part-time workers. it should be noted, however, that full-time -temporary

workers are frequently used by both contractors and ini-house organizations to,

meet seasonal work loads, such as the heavy summer turnover of-family housing

units.
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Simple Styply Procedures

Contractors have taken steps to reduce the -time workers spend

waiting for parts significantly by establishing relationships with jobbers for

common, inexpensive items such as building hardware or photographic supplies.

Ia-house winners are usually constrained to the use of a cumbersome supply

system that seems to emphasize competitive prices, often at the expense of

response time. To a contractor, it makes no sense to haggle over a snail

price reduction if a worker is standing idle at great expense. In-service

winners agree 'but indicate that it eill take more momentun than they can

provide to change their sources of supplies.

Responsive Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance

Like a worker. without a part, a worker without transportation or

equipment is of little benefit to a contractor, so most contractors we visited

go to. extraordinary steps to make'sure that each worker has the transportation

resources needed. We have already stressed the importance winners place on

vehicles in family housing maintenance. At Hawthorne Azzy Ammunition Plant,

Day & Zimerman/Basil Corporation has gone so far as to perform all routine

vehicle maintenance at night to preclude a worker from being without a vehicle

during working hours. The housing maintenance contractor at Hill Air Force

Base has a loaner vehicle to be used when 'a worker's 'vehicle is out of -,'

commission. In-service winners often complained to us that they are at the

mercy of another organization when it comew to vehicle maintenance and tath

vehicles are scheduled for routine work without regard to the user's work load

or needs. They seem unable to change this procedure except at NWC Pensacola

where Vehicle' Maintenance is a NWC activity. There, housing, maintenance

personnel may rent another .vehicle from the pool when their vehicles are being

serviced.
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While it appears that many of the contractor-spec..fic approaches

above could be adopted by the Services internally, two of the ideas that

contractors use -- lower wages and quick personnel turnover -- are not wiLAin

DoD's ability to independently control.

Lower Wages

The contractors we visited paid lower wages thin the in-house

activities they replaced. Contractors must pay at least the minimum wages

called for in their 'c-ucracts under the provisions of the Service Contract Act

(41 U.,S.C. 0351-357). These minizus wages are datermined by the Bureau of

Labor Statistics on the basis of a survey of local collective bargaining wage

rates or a survey of local industry wages (without restriction to industrial

classification code and specific to the trade or trades in question). Govern-

ment wages, on the other hand, are based on surveys performed by OSD's Wage

Fixing Authority. Those surveys are restricted to specific ivdustrial classi-

fication 'codes (for example: local and state government wages are not

sampled) and are not trade-specific. In common trades such as plumbing,

carpentry, and the like, we found the Service 'Contract Act wages to be lower

than the wages Government employees receive for the same job. We were told by

00's Wage Fixing Authority that this is not so for other blue collar workers,

pa ricularly aircraft mechanics, who are paid such higher wages in the private,

se tor.

The problem is that contractors are able to bid at a lower hourly,

la or rate for A-75 competitions in audiovisurl and family housing maintenance

se r*ces, and this lower rate biases the costs in their favor. Circular A-76,

hooevr, gives the Government activity a 10 percent cost advantage, which more

thm makes up for this bias, but Goverment winners still pay more for their

Sla or. Accentuating the problem even more, is that personnel cuts made during
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the A-76 cff£ciency review by in-house activities usually affect the most

junior employees and senior employees in high pay steps remain. 'A new -

contractor would not have employees with such seniority.

The Service Contract Act/Civil Service wage disparity is not

restricted to blue-collar wages. We were told by the Manpower Office at

Keesler Air Force Base that the Service Contract Act minimum wage for a word

processing specialist, for example, was set at $4.50/hour while the Civil

Service wage was $6.50/hour for the same job.

Quick To Hire and Fire

Contractors respond quickly to fluctuations in personnel needs,

hiring expeditiously when it becomes obvious that additional manpower is

needed and releasing employees ,ihen manpower levels are too high. They also

deal more maickly with problem employees; Pan American gives its Bangor

employees a maximum of 2 months to improve or leave when poor performance is

noted. All of the contractors with whom we spoke emphasized 'that their

ability to release poor performers quickly not only relieved them of the

tremendous load of carrying such workers but. also had a very positive effect _-

on the rest of the work force who see by example the results of poor

performance. In-house winners, on the other hand, told tas that they find it

exceedingly difficult to remove a poor performer, that it takes an inordinate

amount of the supervisor's time, and that it frequently results in a series of

appeals that can last for months. They complain that other employees perceive

that it is possible to exploit the system, and that their p-oductiVity is

consequently lower than that of contractor employees.

In-house activities find that it is also very, difficult to keep

positions filled because of long hiring lead times. Fort Sheridan told us

that it had six vacancies for most of last year in its 23-position audiovisual

2-27
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* shop. PWC Pensacola has had to resort to borrowing craftsmen from Base

Maintenance Shops to keep its Family Housing Maintenance Shop fully staffed.

Ca Lejeune has not been able to fill vacancies any faster after competition,

despite its dependence on fewer maintenance positions for the same work load.

It appears that contractors are aware of their ability to quickly

adjust staffing to work load and are willing to take a greater amount of risk

in preparing their bids than are in-house activities.
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3. RECOHM?.,DATIONS FOR HELPING IN-HOUSE WINNERS

Most in-house winners are extremely well motivated and well attuned to

"the operating details of their activities. The operations they manage are not

only efficiently organized, but they are also highly productive with impres-

"sively qualified workers. In some areas, however, in-house winners remain at

,a disadvantage by having to conform to external constraints that do not exist

for contracto-s.

Host of the contractor-specific approaches discussed in Chapter 2 ought

to be examined by the Hilitary Services for applicability to in-house activi-

&ties. The use of overtime and part-time labor, for example, has been

demonstrated by contractors to be' cost-effective, yet both are discouraged or

et eas3t are not encouraged by the Services. Simple procedures for supplying

comon items to in-house activities have been implemented with COPARS

"(Contractor-Operated Parts Store), COCESS (Contrattor-Operated Civil Engi-

. neering Supply Store), and GOCESS (Government-Operated Civil Engineering

- Sup-ply Store). However, those procedures seen to stress achieving lover parts

costs often at the expense of worker delays, and they are not in use at many

installations. More responsive veLicle and equipment maintenance (such as

., aftez-hours routine maintenance), which could prove to be highly cost-

effective, wag not observed at locations with'in-house winners.

The problems of wage differences between Government and contract workers

and the tedious process to hire and fire Government employees -are caused not

only by a very elaborate civilian perionnel management system but are typi-

4 cally required by law. Contracting-out is a subject 'not warmly embraced

V by any of the members of C~ngrcss, and OSD should continue to solicit their

93.-
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support to modify the Civil Service system to make in-house employees' wages

and tenures more like those in the private sector, thus preventing the loss of

more jobs to contractors.

Other items that handicap in-house winners and prevent them from becoming

as efficient as contractors' who use the same PWS are described in the follow-

ing sections.

BUDGET FLUCTUATIONS

Contractors that win CA competitions sign contracts with the Government

that guarantee them predetermined payments if work is satisfactorily completed

(all of the contracts we observed were fixed-price, and several had incentive

fees). An in-house winner, on the other hand, does not have the luxury of a

guaranteed budget and frequently faces fund reallocations when other instal-

lation activities experience shortfalls or surpluses. Such fluctuations may

require not only a substantial amount of management's time' (to reprogram work

and forecast revised spending rates) but they may also cause work to be

stOped and even restarted, driving costs much higher than they would have

been if the fluctuations had not occurred. We do not recommend that in-house

winners be given a fixed, obligated budget as contractors are, but we do

suggest that the Military Services become more aware of the difficulties
experienced by CA in-house winners with such budget fluctuations and provide

them with as much stability as possible.

VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT PURCHASES

We found that in-house winners often base their bids on the assumption

that they will be provided equipment or vehicles that they are either

I authorized or have arranged to obtain. Unfortunately, such items do not

always materialize, and the in-house winner is forced to cope without

tthem. For example, the in-house bid for family housing maintenance at Offutt
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S Air Force Base was based on the availability of rental vehicles during the

peak sumn-r work season, and the vehicles were available and used in the fiist

year of operation under the new PWS. Inthe following year, however, the Base

was unable, to provide funds for vehicle rentals and the maintenance manager

had to make do without them. In the same circumstances, a contractor could

legitimately argue that the Government had caused a changed condition and

could insist on a contract price adjustment; the in-house winner has no such

J.• option. We recommend to the Services that -equipment. and vehicle needs be

'i carefully determined and costed during the bidding process by in-house
.4

managers and thAt before an in-house activity is declared the winner, a formal

arrangement be made to assure that such resources will, indeed, be available.

We observed, no use of available productivity investment funding by

"in-house winners. This was surprising since productivity-enhancing equipment

was frequently acquired by audiovisual managers to offset the reduced work

force. More often than not, however, the equipment was purchased after the

manpower cuts had occurred, and the ability to sacrifice a position in return
* .4'

for purchase of an item of equipment with fast payback had already been lost.

Activity managers expressed little interest in productivity funds because of

the extensive justification necessary to obtain them and, in some cases, the

fact that they take too much time to obtain. Host of the equipment we

observed was purchased with Operations and Maintenance funding although some

%I was leased with a buy-out option.

* EMPLOYEE-OW~NED TOOLS

In the private sector, craftsmen in trades common to family housing

maintenance own the hand tools .they most often use. All contractors we

visited required such employees to, provide their own tools as. a condition of

.3-
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employment. We noted that Navy and Marine Corps family housing maintenance

workers also provided their own tools; Air Force employees, on the other-hand,

were issued tools, which were replaced when lost or damaged at no cost to the

craftsman unless abuse or neglect could be demonstrated. Air Force contrac-

tors told us that they considered this to be a factor in their favor since the

replacement of hand tools was an expense that they did not have-to consider in

their b~ids. Since employee tool ownership appears to be a common trade prac-

tice and since other Services have been able to incorporate the practice into

their union agreements, we recomend that the Air Force consider doing the

Same.

The above recomendations would create a climate more favorable to

in-house winners that would allow them to operate more independently and abide

more fully with the terms of their PWS. By reducing the uncertainties and

constraints now facing in-house activities undergoing competition, these

cnes. should allow them to make less conservative bids and compete more

keenly with contractors.
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APPENDIX A

AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES HANDBOOK

Government employees generally take a negative view of contract competi-

tion in audiovisual services. They feel that such competitions result in a

contractor winning and the federal employees facing a large reduction-in-force

that will 'leave them unemployed ot working for the contractor for longer hours

and lover pay. What is not considered by those esployees is that over half of

the contract competitions in the audiovisual services field are won by the

In-house work force and those in-house winners are thriving. They have made

significant changes in the way they do business; they had to so they could

keep their jobs. The in-house winners are now providing audiorisual services

at costs lower than they considered possible before they were forced to

compete.

We visited several winners and found that many of'the. have developed

similar approaches for reducing the costs 'of providing quality audiovisual

products and services to their customers. These new approaches are used at

usny Installations and are not limited to one Nilitary Service. They condense

into the following eight approaches that you, the Audiovisual Manager, can

take to make your activity more productive.

- Automate and update your equipment.

- Simplify your products.

- Cross-train your workers.

Appendices A and 3 are suggested texts for handbooks that we recoimend be
provided to audiovisual and family housing maintenance managers at installa-
tion and major comasud, levels in the Military Services. We recomend that
they be formatted as illustrated pamphlets but have included only the texts
for this report.
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- Ixtend the supervisor's span of control.

- Don't be afraid of overtime.

- Zeep everything under one roof.

- Make a computer your clerk.

- Incourage self-help work.

-no rest of this brochure expands on those approaches and shows how each idea

has helped the winners of crntract competitions.

A-2



I. AUOtMATE AND UPDATE EQUIPMET

Typical Practice

In receat years, the auJiovisual field has been flooded with new

products, many of which automate tasks that, once had to be done manually. -a

Unfortunately, many military installations still use outdated equipment such

as, for example, older photo print processors, which are slow and complicated

and require a lot of time for chemical mixing and cleaning. The limited

availability of funds, especially for high-value capital equipment, causes

many managers to make do with less than state-of-the-art equipment.

Winners' Actions

Winners are' acutely aware of the value of a worker's time. Time

spent on such indirect tasks as cleaning photo lab equipment, making test

prints, or mixing chemicals is viewed as an expense that could cause the

activity to lose a contract competition. Winning managers have not been

* afraid to spend funds to make workers more productive as long as benefits

outweighed costs. Some audiovisual winners, for example, purchased' high-speed

,color print processors, which reduced the tine from dry paper to dry paper

froa approximately 5 minutes to 48 seconds. The new processors also require

much less time to clean thin the older units (2 minutes versus 1 hour) and use

premixed chemicals, which save considerable mixing time and produce consistent

quality prints. At Hill Air Force Base, labor-saving equipment in the photo

labs included a high-speed print processor, an ultrasonic rack and tray

clea*;. .r, which virtually eliminates time spent washing such items, a modified

SS color printer that now handles both color and black-and-white prints

qui,.ckly and automatically, and a computerized enlarger head that senses the

correct print exposure and greatly. reduces the number of test prints

necessary. The Audiovisual Manager at Hill Air Force Base told us that each

A-3
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of these items would pay for itself in labor savings (by increasing the photo

lab's output without increasing manpower) over a very short period. At

Fort Sheridan, the purchase of an automatic slide collator has saved consider-

able time once spent on the mundane task of sepa.rating multiple copies of.

slides, and an automatic slide mounter has produced similar savings. A new -

color slide processor has brought the cost of original slides down'to 11 cents

each and duplicates to 7 cents each; it also significantly reduces the cost of

chemicals since it uses a fixed amount regardless of work load. The processor

can process three rolls of film simultaneously, vastly increasing photo lab

productivity. Computer-aided graphics systems are heavily used at Keesler

Air Force Base, Fort Sheridan, and Fort Jackson.

Recommendation

Give serious consideration to purchasing equipment that improves.

productivity of audiovisual workers, particularly in the photo lab. Consider

using productivity investment funds that are available in each Military

Service for productivity-enhancing equipment that self-amortizes over a short

period of time. To qualify for funds, an organization must be able to -
aU

demonstraite quantifiable actual savings, usually in the form of reduced oper-

ating costs. Competition winners have found such purchases to be well

worthwhile.
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II. SIMPLIFY YOUR PRODUCTS

Typical Practice

Personnel in audiovisual activities provide 'a high level of

service to their customers and are justifiably proud of their perfor-zance.

-Unfortunately, the level of service is sometimes higher than required and 4-s

often provided without considering cost.

Winners' Actions

Winners have taken a long, hard look at the level of service they

provide and compared it to the real needs of the customer. They have found

that customers often ask for services they really don't need and that a little

salesmanship can often result in a simpler, less expensive product. Fcr

example, at Keesler Air Force Base, the Audiovisual Manager spent considerable

time analyzing historical production records while preparing the contract

specification for competitive bidding. He found that a substantial percentage

of all isual aids produced for past briefings had been high-quality multi-

colored overhead transparencies. By talking with his customers, he found that

many of the transpirencies had been used only once or twice and that audiences

to whom they were shown would have reacted. %s favorably to simpler single-

color transparencies. Since that time, his graphics personnel have asked

customers who request multicolored' transparencies to consider using' less

complicated graphics, and they, have been able to reduce the number of complex

projects to an almost negligible part of their work load. Productivity, in

terms of number of charts .per dollar, has increased dramatically. Similarly,

in illustrating training texts; Keesler Air Force Base's graphics shop has

suhatituted simple 'line drawings of aircraft assemblies-and subassemblies for

the complex shaded isometrics that had been the norm. The new drawings convey
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the sane concept to stude.nts, and the time required for each draving is

reduced substantially.

Recomendation

Analyze your products from the point of view of your customer. ."

Realize that customers often ask for work based on what- they have seen in the

past when they would often be satisfied with a simpler, less -costly product. '

- A-6
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III. CROSS-TRAIN YOUR WORKERS

Tpical Practice

Most audiovisual services employees are hired to perform work

requiring a single skill: photography, graphic illustrations, and in the case

of the Army, carpentry and other trades. They are not expected to perform

work in other specialties. Should the work load in a single skill area become

especially heavy, a mismatch can develop between the work to be performed and

the worker skills available. An organization can also become highly dependent

on a single individual whose skills (for example, che•ical mixing or a com-

puterized graphics operation) are unique within the work group.

Winners' Actions

Competition has forced audiovisual managers to look at ways of

getting the most from their work forces. All the winners we visited used

photographers to develop their own photographs, but that approach is

not uncommon. What we did find unique was the use of photographers at

Fort Sheridan to do computer graphics work when backlogs develop there -- and

the photographers have adapted well t6 this new endeavor. While they are not

tasked to conceptualize an entire presentation, they do lay out individual

charts and graphs and have vastly improved the flow of work during periods of >

peak demand. Managers of the large graphics section at Keesler Air Force Base

have engaged in a tremendous push away from specialization and told us that

oultiskilled illustrators can not only be moved from specialty to specialty

when work loads change but that by rotating an employee between specialties,

managers can more easily determine where employees excel. The employees also

benefit; they develop'a broad skill base and are better qualified for job ,

progression than they would be 'if they specialized (this latter benefit also

seems to increase the employees' interest in remaining with. the organization).
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Recomendation

Cross-train and rotate employees as much as possible. Winners'

ezperience has shown that this approach will not only increase your ability to

meet heavy demand for specialized work but will give your employees a chance

to learn new skills they can use to progress.
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IV. EXTEND SUPERVISOR'S SPAN OF CONTROL

Typical Practice

Audiovisual activities arc typically orgn-iz, in an almost

identical format, and whether called Base Audiovisual Service Centers or -- -

Training and Audiovisual Support Centers, they invariably contain separate

sections for graphics, film library, phot3 lab, and (in the Army)' training-

devices. Where there is a section, there is a supervsor; so audiovisual

activities usually have a section chief for each of the sections and, depend-

in& on size, second-, and third-level supervisors as well.

Winners' Actions

To keep costs low during competition, winners carefully evaluated

each supervisor's span of control. They frequently identified supervisory

positions that could absorb more responsibility and took action to reduce the

total nnmber of supervisors accordingly. At Fort Jackson, the Training -- _

Devices and Graphics Sections were placed under a single supervisor, reducing

one GS-11 position; Hill Air Force Base is combining its film library and

ad&inistrative sections. Winners, under competitive pressure, are working

their supervisors harder and f.nding that the results pay off in streamlined,

more-productive organizat~ons. (Contractors universally told us that they cut.

the number of supervisors to the absolute minimum.)

Recomendation

Examine your supervisors' spans of control. Consider reorganizing

to place more supervisory responsibility in fewer positions. Winners have

proven that this approach is both possible and cost-effective in the audio-

visual field.

A-9
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"V. DON'T BE AFPAID OF CVERTIME

Typical Practice

Higher management pclicy often discourages audiovisual and other

base support managers from using overtime an a regular basis. Overtime seems

to be reserved for emergency use only, and significant use cf overtime is

considered a' sign of poor management. As a result, audiovisual managers tend

to staff at a higher level so they-can handle work load peaks. Activities

using military personnel do not feel the same pressure to avoid overtime, but

me found that such unpaid overtime of military workers is quickly offset by

granting compensatory time off.

"Winners' Actions

Contract winners told, us that they frequently use'overtime. They

staff for the average, work load and satisfy peaks by using raid overtime.

In-service cpetitiov winners, on the other hand, use less overtime because

they still feel external budgetary pressures to avoid it.

- Recommendation

"Audit your work load and determine' whether it has periodic reaks

that might indicate that a full-time 'position is not required. Consider

eliminating the position I f overtime funding can be budgeted. Solicit support

from your installation fL2nace and personnel offices in this endeavor; it

could increase your productivity dramatically.

i 0
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k VI. KEEP EVERYTHING UNDER ONE ROOF

Typical Practice

Large audiovisual activities often feel pressure from large users

of their services to establish satellite graphics shops proximate to aud dedi-

cated to those users. While the customer often is satisfied with such

dedicated graphics support nearby, such shops are usually inefficient since

%%i; they require their own duplication equipment and seldom have a steady work

* load.

"Winners' Actions

C Winners of audiovisual services competitions have brought their

Sgraphics sections back to a single location. Keesler Air Force Base for

c;.mqple, had'up to six satellite shops located throughout the base. Each was

a customer-dedicated organization requiring its own people and equipment, and

there was little interchange between the shops. Since the work load for each

shop was extremely variable, one shop might be overloaded while another was in

a, slack period. Since competing, all of Keesler Air Force Base's graphics

"assets have seen merged into a single location. Work is now more likely to be

done more productively on productivity-enhancing equipment that was not avail-

able at dispersed locations, and the work load can be more evenly distributed

among personnel with diverse skills.

Recommendation

Consolidate satellite graphics shops into a single location for

better use of resnurces.

".'7
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VII. MAKE A COMPUTER YOUR CLERK

Typical Practice

Audiovisual centers in a central location serve a variety of

customers from different major commands (even different Services) often remote

Sfrom the ceatral sbcp. In addition to the problems arising from priorities

Iand schedules, considerable clerical work is associated with the administra-

tion, scheduling, and financing of work for so many customers.

in Winners' Actions

Winners have turned to automation to streamline routine clerical

work such as cost accounting for reimbursable jobs. The most impressive

demonstration of. this was at Fort Sheridan, where personal computers (which

happen to be owned by some enthusiastic audiovisual service employees) have

been programmed to store job cost data and to automatically prepare the docu-

"mentation necessary to bill reimbursable customers. Bills that once took

hours to compute are now done in seconds. The computers also automatically

J prepare reports to show performance of the entire Training and Audiovisual
.S

Support Center (TASC) in relation to its objectives, givua% managers an

p instant picture of how the organization is performing. The TASC is also

aut.omating its film library records to improve accountability and speed up the

issuance and return of audiovisual products.

Recomendation

p. Consider automating sow of your clerical work to reduce costs and

improve responsiveness,. Fast payback funding is available for purchasing

equipment if dollar savings can be quantified.A.1

4, dC
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VIII. ENCOURAGE SELF-HELP'WORK

Typical Practice

Many audiovisual activities provide supplies and a working area

for customers to construct briefing materials by themselves. The area usually

has limited supplies, outdated and used equipment and is often dark and

Winners' Actions

Winners have learned that when their self-help areas are equipped

with up-to-date equipment, ample supplies, and a respectable work area, their

customers are more inclined to produce simple transparencies and charts

themselves. Combined with a policy of using the simplest possible graphics

style for the Job at hand (see "II. Simplify Your Products"), this action

could significantly reduce the amount of graphics support requested. While

this approach may appear as though the graphics work load has simply been

shifted to the customer,-savings are realized by eliminating the time spent by

a customer in communicating needs to a graphics specialist. We saw improved

self-help facilities and encouragement of self-help by all of the competition

winners we visited, both contract and in-house.

Recomendation

Encourage self-help work by customers. Provide supplies,

equipment, and work areas that will make it easy for your customers to create

simple graphics products.

A-13
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APPENDIX B

FAMILY HOUSING MAINTENANCE HANDBOOK

Contract competition in Family Housing Maintenance is often viewed by

federal employees as an opportunity zI= a private contractor to take over

their functions. Many believe that the p_.i.7ate contractor will win the compe-

tition, a large reduction-in-force will occuz, and they will be unemployed or

be forced to work for the contractor at lower wages and for longer hours.

What is not realized by those esployees is that one-third of all contract

competitions in family housing maintenance are won by the in-house work force

and those in-house winners are thriving. They have made significant changes

in the way they do business; they had to so they could keep their jobs. The

in-house winners are now providing family housing maintenance -at costs lower

than: they considered possible before they were forced to compete.

We visited several winners and found that many of them have developed

similar approaches for reducing the costs of providing family housing mainte-

nsance services to the r customers. These new, approaches are used at many

installations and are u t limited to one Military Service. They condense into

the following eight roaches that you, the Family Housing Maintena.ce

Manager, can take. to ma your activity more productive..

- Equip your wor rs.

Use nultiskille maintenance mechanics, not specialists.

- Give your worke s goals.

Appendices A and B are suggested texts for handbooks that we recommend be
provided to audiovisus and family housing maintenance managers at installa-
tion and major comman4 levels in the Military Services. We recommend -that
they be formatted as llustrated pamphlets but have included only the texts
for this report.

B-1
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- Elimlnate unnecessary work.

- Fit the skills to the job. ."

- Use one stop.

- Let the foremen get their hands dirty.

- Don't be afraid of overtime. a

- Let computers do the paperwork.

The rest of this brochure expands on those approaches and shows how each idea

has helped the winners of contract competitions. -
L

'-2
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I. EQUIP YOUR WRKEPS

Typical Practice-

Most housing maintenance shops have many more workers than

vehicles, and most of their vehicles are not equipped with radios. Because

the shops are forced to taxi workers from job to job, another worker must

drive the vehicle and considerable time is lost to waiting for rides. To make

matters worse , without their own vehicles, workers who find themselves without

the necessary part or tool for a job have to call for transportation to the

shp to get the needed part. Thus, a single job could conceivably tie up two

workers for four one-way trips!

Winners' Actions

Winners are acutely aware of the value of a worker in time. Labor

costs are the predominant part of a contractor and an in-house winner's total

operating budget, and managers devote a significant portion of their efforts

to making sure that they get the most out of every worker. At Camp LeJeune,

the family housing maintenance operation has been vastly streamlined by com-

munications and vehicle acquisition. When e trouble call is received in the

Family Housing Office, a job ticket is written at the trouble desk and is

simultaneously transmitted to an automated ticket-writer in the Maintenance

Shop. There, it is received by a dispatcher and, if it is for high-priority

work, it can be immediately radioed to a mechanic. Since each mechanic has

both a radio and a personally-assigned truck stocked with parts and tools, the

mechanic may proceed directly to the job site and complete the work without.

having to return to the shop.

Winners feel that vehicles and radios are the keys to maximizing

productivity, reducing the size of the work force, and winning competitions.

The cost of acquiring these items is quickly offset by the tremendous increase

in produativity, "
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Recomendation,

Obtain productivity-enhancing equipment, especially vehicles and

ndio commnication devices, for your workers. Your workers are your maj or

investment; make further, smaller investments that will pay for themselves in

improved worker productivity. Consider the use of productivity investment

funds such as the Air Force's FASCAP, the Army's QRIP and the like to provide

the investment dollars necessary.

B-4
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II. USE MULTISKILLED MAINTENANCE MECHANICS, NOT SPECIALISTS

Typical Practice

Many family housing maintenance workers are still hired to perform

tasks in a single trade, such as carpentry, plumbing, or. electrical, and are

not expected to perform tasks in other specialties. If the work load in one

trade area becomes especially heavy, a mismatch can develop between the work

to be performed and the worker skills available. An organization can also

become dependent on those individuals whose skills are unique within the work

Sroup.

Winners' Actions

Winners are heavily staffed with general-purpose maintenance

mechanics who perform a variety of housing maintenance and repair tasks rang-

ing from simple carpentry and painting through electrical and mechanical work.

When coupled with other productivity-enhancing ideas, such as the use of

dedicated vehicles and radio communication, the availability of multiskilled

workers allows housing maintenare managers to complete more service calls

while sending fewer workers r-2 each job and completing more tasks per trip

thanould otherwise be p-ssible. With multiskilled workers, the number of

supervisors can be reduced since 'organizational grouping by trades is no'

longer necessary. Before competition, the 23-person family housing mainte-

nance. shop at Keesler Air Force Base, had five supervisors to oversee

individual trades. The current shop, operated by a contractor, now has

19 employees but only one supervisor. Keesler Air Force Base's manpower team

views the failure of the in-house competitor to consider multiskilled workers

as the main reason for the loss of the competition to-a contractor. Every

in-houre winner we contacted now places greater dependence on multiskilled

workers.
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Recommendation

Use, multiskilled maintenance mechanics whenever possible. Multi-

skilled workers give management the flexibility it needs to keep a maintenance

work force at peak productivity.' They also provide the appropriate skill

level for the many family housing maintenance tasks that do not require a more

highly trained' worker.

1--6
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III. GIVE YOUR WORKERS GOALS

Typical Practice

The most important challenge facing base operations support
,•, ..

managers is to obtain a positive internal commitment from the workers to do

their work quickly ='-d well. All too often, workers in support activities

feel far removed from the base's mission, and because they have no clear-cut

goals, they have little motivation for doing their best work.

Winners' Actions -

At Camp LeJeune, the family housing maintenance competition was

won by the in-service work force, which had to operate under an indefinite

quantity or "open ended" contract. Both government and contractors prepared

their bids by developing a cost per unit for each type of work included in the

contract. When the in-house work force won, it became apparent that a cost

accounting system would have to be established to collect the workers' costs

and charge them to the proper category of work.

The workers were each given a copy of the new time &.-andards (see

Figure B-1) and told that they were expected to complete any job they were

assigned within the standard time. They were also told that the cost-

accounting system could accumulate results by employee so that an employee's

.performance could be compared with the standards.

The result his' been overwhelming. The workers have adopted the

standards as goals to exceed, and they have done so at an impressive rate.

They seem to welcome the existence of a goal to .work toward, and both morale

and productivity in the family housing maintenance shop are quite high.

Recomendation

Establish worker goals in your organization; they may be time

standards, productivity targets, cost, limits, or level of .customer

B-7
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satisfaction. It appears that organizations that concentrate on such goals

and hold individual workers accountable to then are more productive and secure

a higher level of employee morale- and loyalty.

FIGUIE B-1. FAMILY HOUSING MAINTENANCE TIMIE STANDARDS...
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IV. ELIMINATE UNNECESSARY WORK

Typical Practice

Personnel' in all family housing maintenance shops that we visited

provide a high level of service to their customers and are justifiably proud

of their performance. Unfortunately, the level of service is sometimes higher

than required and is often provided without considering cost.

Winners' Actions

In the past, workers at Cherry Point Marine Corps Air Station

would return again and again on service calls when nobody was home. Now,

after competition, they recognize the high cost of "no-show" calls and have

taken the bold step of charging tenants who have scheduled appointments a fee

for "tenant not home" calls. Furthermore, tenanýts who lock themelves out of

their how or have damaged the house through negligence are now charged for

maintenance services. This policy seeks to raise the tenants' awareness of

their own responsibilities and to reduce the amount of unnecessary family

housing maintenance work. CaWj' LeJeune has trained its operators on the

incoming call desk to ask a tenant a series of questions -when called on a

problem and to request that the tenants themselves perform simple tasks such

as resetting or clearing a jammed garbage disposal unit.

The Family Housing Maintenance Office at Pensacola cut its cyclic,

or recurring, workload from 8.0 to 0.8 staff years when, it recognized that

such of the work was not worth its cost and was of low enough priority that it

was not always performed. It ,became obvious that the schedule needed to be

scaled down to a realistic level. After analyzing historical data, the 0.8

staff year figure was agreed upon. Homeowners' responsibilities' were

.redefined to include some maintenance, such as replacing the furnace filters,

and maintenance on some items was simply stopped when it was not found to be -
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cost-effective. For example, routine maintenance is no Longer performed on

hot-water heaters because it is believed to be less expensive to fix the

-heaters when they fail.

SRecommendation

"* Analyze the services you provide and determine if simplified ver-

sions of then would satisfy your customers' needs and reduce the cost of your

operation. Become accustomed to looking at "ordinary" jobs and asking if they

c-n't be done better and more cost-effectively.
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V. FIT THE SKILLS TO TIE JOB

.ypical Practice

In the past, the housing maintenance work force has been

structured so as to assign the most qualified worker available to a job. A

family housing maintenance manager's primary concern was to provide high-

quality service to customers, and the best way to do that was to use highly

qualified, perhaps even overqualified workers, without such concern for cost.

Winners' Action

Many installations have reduced their operating costs by lowering

the average skill 'level of their work force without lowering the level of

service provided to the customer. In most instances, this action was taken

after in-house management engineers had conducted a thorough analysis of the

work performed and determined that some positions were graded at a higher

level than required.

Before competition, tradesman positions in family housing mainte-

nance at Pensacola Naval Air Station were typically classified at the WG 8

"level. In preparing for competition, management determined that 85 percent of

the work could be performed by workers in Grade HG 7 or lower. Consequently,

all positions except one air conditioning maintenance position were down-

graded. At Cherry Point ?CAS and' Camp LeJeune, the skill level of many family

housing maintenance positions was lowered from journeyman to maintenance

mechanic or helper.

Recommendation

Assign jobs to qualified workers in the. lowest possible grade.

This practice is more aligned with the' spirit fostered by cost competitiveness

than the traditional approach'of assigning the most qualified worker to a job.

The traditiocal approach is quickly becoming a luxury that an activity cannot

afford in the face of' competition.
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VI. USE ONE SHOP: IT'S ENOUGH

Typical Practice

Military bases often have two or more housing maintenance shop

locations because housing is often dispersed over large areas. One shop

generally serves as the central tite, while the others are more limited in

scope and are considered satellite shops. Satellite shops are stocked wii'

their own parts and supplies, their own sets of shop tools and equipment, and

their own staff, usually including a supervisor.

Winners' Actions

After analyzing the cost of operating satellite shops, several

winners we visited decided that the added convenience of multiple locations

was not cost-justifiable, particularly if one or more supervisory positions

could be eliminated through consolidation. The in-house operation at

Camp LeJeune, for instance, has achieved efficiencies by closing satellite

shops. Before competition, the base operated a central trade shop and several

emergency service shops dispersed around the installation. Several satellite

shops were closed, but because of the unusually large size of the base,

closing all satellite shops could not be justified. At Hill Air Force Base,

two shops served housing areas on opposite ends of the base. Despsite the

3-pile distance between areas, one of the shops was closed, and the base has

been operating satisfactorily, with a single shop for the past 5 years.

Since satellite shops are separate operating. units requiring the

Sam types of support as the central shop, savings have been realized in

several different ways through consolidation, First, merging the satellite

work force with the main shop gives managers a broader pool of workers for

tasks and can enable the shop to operate with fewer total authorized

spaces. Second, a merger can free the satellite, foremen of supervisory.
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responsibilities, allow them to return to workman status, and enable the

number of supervisory positions to be reduced with savings for the organiza-

tion. Third, since supplies no longer need to be stocked in multiple loca-

tions, savings can be realized from lower total stockage levels.

One important note: the winners who had consolidated to a single

shop also acquired vehicles and radios, increasing their mobility and keeping

service levels high.

Recommendation

Consider consolidating shop locations even if existing shops are

considerable distance from each other. If closing a shop would reduce the

level of service, consider an alternative means of remaining responsive, such

as purchasing vehicles and comunication equipment (see Action #1).
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VII. LET FORENEN GET THEIR HANDS DIRT!

Typical Practice

Foremen are normally responsible for' a range of supervisory,

administrative, and personnel tasks and are rarely called upon to perform

maintenance direct tasks.

Winners' Actions

Winners work to keep supervision from being a full-time- job. At

Vance Air Force Base, for example, shop foremen in Civil Engineering have been

replaced with '"working leaders" who are considered technical supervisors.

These leadmen do not concern themselves with performsnce ratings, employee

counseling, and the like, all of which are handled by an individual higher in

the organization. The -manager at Vance Air Force Base claims that a lot of

aespent by other organizations in supervising is not entirely necessary and

that a good supervisor can oversee many more employees than the typical mili-

tary organization allows. That manager believes it is unnecessary to have as

many supervisors, as are found in a typical Civil Engineering shop. ,The work

leaders at Vance Air Force Base charge such of their time to direct labor and
Pseem quite satisfied that their years of experience in a craft, have not

resulted in an exclusively supervisory desk job.

Recommendation

Make use of working leaders. Allow foremen to perform direct

labor by reassigning primary responsibility for personnel tasks to a super-

visor at* a higher level.
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VIII. DON'T BE AFRAID OF OVERTRIE

Typical Practice

Eigher management policy often discourages housing maintenance and

other base support managers from using overtime on a regular basis. Overtime

seems to be reserved for emergency use only, and significant use of overtime

is considered a sign of poor management. As a result, housing maintenance

managers tend to staf f at a higher level so they can handle work load peaks.

Activities using military personnel do not feel the same pressure to avoid

Overtime, but we found that much unpaid overtime of their military is quickly

offset by granting compensatory time off..

Winners' Actions

Contract winners told us that they frequently use overtime. They

staff lor the average work load and satisfy peaks by using paid overtime.

In-service competition winners, 'on the other hand, use less overturwe because

they still feel external budgetary pressures to avoid it.

Recommendation

Audit your work load and determine whether it. has periodic peaks

that might indicate that a full-time position is not required. Consider

eliminating the position if overtime funding can be budgeted. Solicit support

from installation finance and personnel offices in this endeavor; it could

increase your productivity dramatically.

3-15
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APPENDIX C

HOW FUNCTIONS WERE SELECTED

Early in this project, it was necessary to select two Base Operations

Support (BOS) functions to examine in detail. We reviewed the Commercial

Activities (CA) Inventory that the Department of Defense (DoD) is required to

maintain by Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-76 and ranked

DOS functions in order of the number of positions not yet subjected to an A-76

cost comparison (see Figure C-i). Our rationale was that functions with a

large number of activities that had not yet been competed under the CA program

would benefit most from the findings of the study. We then examined the DoD

data base of CA cost comparison study results and. eliminated the following

functions.

those functions for which the cumulative in-house man-year bid %'-s not
lower than the san-year strength before competition, i.e., functions
that did not produce savings of positions during in-house efficiency
review;

.those that were zot consistently defined across Services; for example:
studies in the T801 category ranged from packaging and preservation to
warehousing operation and precision instrument calibration - we could
not be assured that a visit to a winning activity would produce
findings applicable to all other activities in that category;

-those with a low number of CA cost comparisons (we arbitrarily set the
minimum at ten 'comparisons): since we were interested in identifying
functions that consistently 'produced savings, it was important that
sufficient cost comparison experience be available;

- those that were primarily single-Service in nature - in intermediate
aircraft maintenance, for example, all but. 3 of the 36 cost
comparisons in the data base were from Air Force installations.

1U.S. Department of Defense, "Operation of Commercial and Industrial-Type

Activities," DoD Instruction 4100.33, February 25, 1980.
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- those in which less than 10 percent of all winners were in-Service
organizations - since we wanted to find ideas that could be applied to
in-house activities, it was important that we visit at least some -

in-house winners; if the vast majority of competitions were won by ,
private contractors, we could not be assured of such an opportunity. ..- "

After the eliminations, the five top remaining functions were:

- Building/Structures Maintenance (Non-Family Housing);

- Guard Services;

- Audiovisual Services;

- Fire Protection/Prevention;

- Family Housing Maintenance.

After discussions with the Services and the Office of the Secretary of Defense

(OSD), we decided to eliminate Guard Services and Fire Protection/Prevention

since the Services had been asked by OSD to review those functions themselves.

Building/Structures Maintenance was eliminated in favor of Family Housing

Maintenance, which is similar but far more easily compared across Services.

The remaining functions, Audiovisual Services and Family Housing

Maintenance, were selected for detailed study.
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